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1) 80,000 SF data center with 
private suites

2) Top carrier hotel in Cincinnati

3) <$0.06/kWh avg. annual 
power pricing

4) Build-to-suit or powered shell 
leasing options

5) Convenient downtown 
Cincinnati location

H5 Cincinnati: Top Cincinnati 
Carrier Hotel Enables 
Low-Latency Network Access
Enterprises, cloud service providers and content companies 
increasingly require low-latency access to digital partners and 
customers throughout the technology supply chain. H5’s Cincinnati 
data center is one of the most interconnected buildings in Ohio. 
Totaling nearly 80,000 square feet, the data center is home to several 
metro, long haul and telecommunications access providers such as 
AT&T, Inteliquent, Windstream and Zayo.  

H5 Cincinnati is an opportunity to have premier communications 
network access in one of the most affordable locations in the 
Midwest. Reliable power is less than $0.06/kWh and H5 can 
complete a customized data center build-out within several months. 
Low latency proximity to eyeballs on the network from Cincinnati is 
evidenced by the fact that nearly 50% of the US population lives 
within a 10-hour drive of Ohio.

Data Center Product Offering

- Build-to-suit data center designs
- Powered shell lease opportunities
- Customized private suites
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Facility Overview

Data Center

-80,000 SF data center
-Diverse utility feeds from Duke Energy
-Flexible electrical & mechanical designs
-20’ ceiling heights
-More than 200 lbs./SF �oor loading
-Customized security parameters for compliance
-Of�ce, �ex industrial, staging and storage space
-Ample, on-site parking
-Downtown Cincinnati location

Carrier Hotel Connectivity

-One of most connected data centers in Ohio
-AT&T network access
-Inteliquent network access
-Windstream network access
-Zayo network access
-Other metro networks to choose from

Cincinnati – Potential Content Distribution 
and Disaster Recovery Location

-Low latency to NYC, DC, Philadelphia, Toronto, 
Chicago, and Detroit

-60% of the US population lives within 600 miles of Ohio
-One of the lowest overall exposures to natural disaster 
risks in the Eastern US
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